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Angry birds has been declared as one of the most downloaded and played game for the past year. It
was originally developed by Rovio Mobile and was intended for Apple iOS in the last month of 2009.
Till date over 12 million copies of the game has been purchased from the website. Such a large
figure prompted the company to release a free version as well for all. It immediately designed and
released free version for smart phone with Android as well.

The game is all about hitting angry birds at pigs by slingshot. The pigs are located at various
locations and with each advanced level, the user is offered by different types of birds that makes the
game more interesting. The game has been considered very addictive. While the plan was going on
for the development of a game, design of wingless and leg less birds. The entre team liked the
funny character. At that very moment, swine flu was in big news and hence they decided to make
the pigs as the enemy of the game. The concept was an instant hit and the rest is all history. The
worth of the game is worth billions today.

With the release of BlueStack software that can make most of the Android application available on
PC, android lovers cannot control the joy. â€˜Angry birds for pcâ€™ is no more a dream. It has become a
reality. To play angry birds, pc free download version is not required. One can just download the
BlueStack to a desktop, laptop or any pc. Once the android device and the installed software are
synched, one can easily enjoy the â€˜angry birdsâ€™ game on large screen with the help of mouse and
keyboard on pc. All the game lovers globally are too excited to play the angry birds game on pc and
feel the same fun on big screen. BlueStacks has been downloaded by more than 600 thousand
users within few weeks of the announcement. It certainly holds the future and one can expect from
the digital world of BlueStacks and Angry Birds.
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James Gini - About Author:
BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a angry birds pc free and a android on
pc and enjoy the a android on mac.
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